MeFiO
Studio

HANDCRAFTED
Polychromatic and Holographic
Metallic Film Overlay on Glass

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
COMMISIONS and PERSONALISATIONS
We accept commissions. If you feel inspired by MeFiO art but would like to have something very special done,
please drop send us an inquiry with the details what you have in mind.
We accept your own designs or we can work with you to create just the right art for you.
Please note we do not design company and commercial logos or any artwork that you wish to reproduce yourself.
WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW
Theme/Inspiration/Subject
Size - A5 / A4 / A3 / A2 / A1
Country of Delivery
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT
MeFiO will review your inquiry and respond to you within 24h. Once agreed on the commission, we will open a private listing
for you which needs to be paid in full before we start to work on your piece.
DELIVERY
The artwork is shipped extremely well wrapped in a hard cardboard box as we are aware the glass can be damaged.
We require a contact telephone number for you which is forwarded to the courier in case they need to get hold of you.
MeFiO Studio selects only the best reputable couriers and the tracking details will be provided immediately
so you can see the progress of the shipment.
LOST OR DAMAGED SHIPMENT
We highly recommend to purchase an insurance with your delivery at the checkout. We cannot be held responsible
for damaged or lost artwork during the transit and for this reason we will not offer you a full refund without an insurance.
We do not ship to PO BOX.
COPYRIGHT
All copyrights are reserved
MeFiO Studio does not allow for the artwork to be used for commercial purposes, eg. using the art as a logo or
promoting your own items to be sold using our art.
Once you own a MeFiO Art you do not have the right to reproduce it, e.g. as a greetings card or publish it in a print
without our permission.
Anyone wishing to reproduce our art even for personal use has to seek the copyright permission directly from MeFiO Studio.

www.meﬁostudio.com
@meﬁostudio

